



































































































































Remark about them from last class
Showed that for a bud Gena are Riemann
surfaces fg everywhere or fgot an eailated
set ofpoints Uses

connectivityof domain

Divide the domain into 2 open beta

Notthe setwhereEg and sitwhere g

femme If f litre and fool

i c

It's assume piernum surfaces are

connected and Hausdorff






































































































































Theorem Tet f be a non constant

complex valued holomorphicfunction
on a connected Riemann surfaceRand assumefcp 0

Iet per then there is an invertible

bolomomorphice function win it so
that FGS Gift where u Veep

R Q
f

if

We can think of ol as a chart






































































































































Proof adjustokly
adding a court
trompe

f afftza.am

youuentate
ffweaddit.tk

uko fzuziFbqttaoa
E equiv Avium
h amerce

Apply Tarwater Seth RecallLemurabeae

Amell ulna valence Kato flush in locallywinertilile
U6740 of is holomorphic and bigotries
It 011 hook I couldbeintheathisce

Throwitinareate
athena

I
transition azeem

haunted
atlases

tort

EYE
S

HI fan thin

4g f at warp






































































































































Comexpend
Theorem Geometric formulation
If f R S is a holomorphic

map between Reimann surfaces and per
then there are abortion with ftp.o
and Yp with PpcKpD o where

Is s

t.de gb4o
2 Zk

for a given fproblem E
Q

with k VA R

Pwf There is some chart 4 defined in 4

with ApteVi tet 4pA 4Cq 4AM
Nowconsider 4pot and find a abort for

in which their function can be written
as Z zk






































































































































Corollary Jet fi R S be a holomorphic
nutconstant

functiongavel pet Thenfor q soff
close to tip the equation f a q bae u

solutions where u in the valence aft
at p when expressed in a abort

It f p s be holomorphic

Define Veep to be Ufa G where

O O
e din

Lik Jhs

t t






































































































































Corollary The valence vet is well

defined on manifolds p Vt9g
Why is there a question

Originally defined in termsofpower
aeries expansion and the power series

expansiondepends on the dust

Equivalent to a geometricproperty that
can be defined without reference to the

desert

Mvp 2 E taken a rebel of 0
to add of 0 Openproperty






































































































































connected

Theorem It R S be Niemannsurfaced
and supposeAunt f Ras isholomorphic
but not constant If ACR isopen then
HAS is open

Proof Guy AaR is open assumeAia antempty

tet wet We have a coordinate chart 4

mapping a nbd of w U to Q

ft D be a dish around you

y l
VB

Isdry
f

Arouse a dish D around oldw so that GICD c f Vp






































































































































Bythe previous thin since f is not
constant it is not locally constant
so fpa is not constant Thus fpalD

is open bytheopenmappingthemfor
holomorphicfunctionsfromQ toQ fo tf Hea
is opensince Xp is continuous

If followsthat fat couturier a nbd ofeach
of its points

Rack
Theorem It f be holomorphic but
not constant on a Reimann surfaceR

Then If I turn no local maximum
IReay has no local uranium

Thisfollowsfrom the openmappingtheorem






































































































































f e
Wii

Q t
R Sconnected

Theorem If f Rss is analytic
but not constant and if Ria compact
lture HR S and so S is compact
In particular a holomorphicfunction on

a compact surface is constant




